We explore the ∆L = 2 same-sign dilepton signal from top-quark decay via a Majorana neutrino at the LHC in the top anti-top pair production samples. The signature is same-sign dilepton plus multi-jets with no significant missing energy. The most optimistic region lies where the Majorana neutrino mass is between 15 − 65 GeV. For 300 fb −1 integrated luminosity, it is possible to probe S ij , the effective mixing parameter, to O(10 −5 ).
I. INTRODUCTION
Evidence for neutrino mass clearly indicates the need for new physics beyond standard model (SM) [1] . The 10 12 order hierarchy in m t /m ν and the large mixing in the neutrino sector also suggest a possible different mechanism for neutrino mass generation from the SM Yukawa interactions. In addition, its electric neutrality allows for the possibility of neutrinos being Majorana fermions. Consequently, ∆L = 2 lepton number violation (LNV) will always occur in those theories [2, 3, 4] . Taking an effective theory approach, Majorana neutrino mass generation can be categorized into a SM gauge invariant non-renormalizable operator [2] λℓℓHH/Λ ¡ L ,
where the ℓ and H are SU(2) doublets, Λ ¡ L is the new physics scales at which lepton number violation occurs. The smallness of neutrino masses then suggests a large Λ ¡ L . Various neutrino models have employed this so-called "seesaw" spirit [3, 4] . For instance, given λ ∼ O(1), the LNV scale Λ ¡ L needs to be M GUT to obtain m ν ∼ 0.1 eV. This can be realized in a Type-I seesaw model [3] where a standard model singlet Majorana neutrino N c is introduced per generation and the interaction is as
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN will soon provide a great opportunity for exploring physics at TeV scale. There were recently several proposals to test the neutrino mass generation mechanisms at the LHC where the new physics responsible for neutrino mass generation is of O(10 − 10 3 GeV). For instance, in some extended Type-I models, Majorana neutrino N may be accessible at the LHC [5, 6] . Following the same notation in [5] , in the presence of three Majorana neutrino states, the neutrino gauge eigen state can be written as
where i = e, µ, τ . Therefore, the interaction between charged lepton and Majorana neutrino mass eigen states is as:
are highly suppressed. However, in some extended Type-I models, this constraint can be released [5] . Here, we adopt the philosophy in [5] by taking a pure phenomenology approach without assuming any a-proiri relationship among the mass and mixing parameters.
This interaction will lead to direct production of Majorana neutrinos. The signal consists of dijet plus same-sign dilepton associated with no significant E T ,
Currently, the Majorana nature of neutrinos is being tested at neutrinoless double beta decay experiments(0νββ) [7] and it provides the strongest bound on V eN as [5] 
The CERN LEP experiment suggests [5, 8, 9] . The D ¡ 0 and CDF detectors at Tevatron have also performed a direct search the light Majorana neutrino [10] .
The LHC is a "top factory" with a NLO production rate of about 800 pb and single top rate of about 400 pb. In this top rich environment, similar to
we explore top decay into N c . The unique signal final state which consists of same-sign dilepton with no significant E T makes the discovery possible. In the second section, we will discuss the top decay into Majorana neutrino. Finally in the third section, we will study this specific decay mode in tt pair production at the LHC.
II. TOP-QUARK DECAY TO A MAJORANA NEUTRINO
As discussed in the introduction, if a Majorana neutrino occurs as intermediate state in
W decay, we will encounter a same-sign dilepton (∆L = 2) final state as
To avoid combinatorial problem in lepton final states, we require the W * to decay hadronically. Therefore, for the top quark decay through a Majorana neutrino, we are interested in the cascade as ( Fig. 1 )
Like-sign lepton pair production in top quark decay:
where p, p b , etc. denote the 4-momentum of the corresponding particles. The differential decay width for this channel is given as:
where dPS 5 denotes the 5-body phase space, and m t represents the top quark mass.
The corresponding matrix element squared is given as follows:
where g = e/ sin θ W , N c = 3, Γ W (m W ) is the width(mass) of the W boson, M N is the heavy neutrino mass, V tb/qq ′ is the CKM matrix elements and V iN is the rotation od neutrino mass eigen states defined in the Eq. 1.
Majorana neutrino N width is
and
Since the total width of Majorana neutrino contains a factor as i=e,µ,τ |V iN | 2 and it will appear in the Majorana neutrino propagator, we follow [5] to define an effective mixing 
We then can then normalize the physics variables by S ij .
The normalized branching ratio for t → bl + l + jj vs the Majorana neutrino mass M N is plotted in Fig. 2 . For M N below m W , the on-shell decay of W into Majorana neutrino can be as large as 0.02S ij . If the Majorana neutrino is within m W < M N < m t , the top three body decay t → bl + N with onshell Majorana neutrino varies between 10 −5 S ij and 10 −10 S ij .
If M N > m t , the decay BR is less 10 −10 S ij and irrelavant to our search. For the M N > m t , the results agree with those obtained in Ref. [17] . However, in the region where M N < m W , the results disagree with those in Ref. [17] .
III. DISCOVERY AT THE LHC
The LHC is a top rich environment, which enables us to use the tt events to investigate the Majorana neutrino signals. From Fig. 2 , if N is off-shell produced or from top three body decay, the chance to discover this channel will be extremely tiny. We focus on the region where N can be on-shell produced from W . The most striking signature for the Majorana neutrino production is from a same sign dilepton l ± l ± . Therefore the visibility of two isolated same-sign leptons is essential to our search. If M N is in close degeneracy with m W , the lepton from W will be extremely soft and very hard to detect. At another extreme where the N is very light, the decay products from the N will be also soft and the N boost will make the lepton and hadrons collimated and hence difficult to isolate. Therefore, the most optimistic region will be M N within 15 to 65 GeV range. We choose a M N = 15 GeV for the purpose of illustration.
The total cross section of tt production at hadron colliders is defined as follows
where f (x) denotes the parton distribution function, and dσ represents for the differential cross section at parton level. At Tevatron and LHC, there are two dominant partonic processes:
at leading order of QCD. Their differential cross section are given as follows [14] :
whereŝ = (p 1 + p 2 ) 2 , dPS 2 is the two body phase space, and the corresponding matrix elements squared are as follows:
with y =p 1 ·k 1 , and β = 1 − 4m 2 t /ŝ and N c = 3. To minimize the lepton combinatorial problem, we require the second top to decay hadronically. At leading order, the final state consists of 6 jets (two of them are b-jets) and same-sign dilepton with no significant E T ,
tt production involves very active QCD radiation and the jets from virtual W decay are as soft as the radiation jets. It is hard to require inclusive signature of exactly 6 jets. The key feature for this channel is the same-sign dilepton with no missing energy associated. However, due to the measurement of jet energy or electromagnetic energy of leptons, E T may appear. To simulate the detector effects on the energy-momentum measurements, we smear the electromagnetic energy and the muon momentum by a Gaussian distribution whose width is parameterized as [18] 
The jet energies are also smeared using the same Gaussian formula as in Eq. (16), but with [18] a cal = 100%, b cal = 5%.
The smearing simulation in Fig.3 shows that E T cannot be neglected. We require that there is no significant E T as
We propose the basic cuts as • same-sign dilepton with p T (l) > 10 GeV and |η(l)| < 2.8
• at least 3 jets with p T (j) > 50 GeV and |η(j)| < 3.0
We only require 3 hard jets at the trigger level. However, to identify the signal, the first step is to reconstruct two tops. We demand two b-tagged jets, plus 4 more jets, along with the two same-sign dilepton. By first taking the three-jet invariant mass which is closest to m t , one can group the three jets from hadronic top decay then group everything else together to construct invariant mass. Fig. 4 shows the simulated signal event following this jet categorization procedure. The top reconstruction serves two purposes. One is to identify the event and remove the multijets+W ± W ± or ttW ± background. By requiring the second invariant mass
one can argue that there is no standard model background and the signal is essentially event counting. The second purpose is to properly group the jets. In this channel, there is no significant missing E T in the final states. This provides us a way using only invariant mass variables to fully reconstruct the events.
In the case of M N = 15 GeV, the decay products from N → ljj will be very soft, and W 's from t → bW are on-shell produced. Then the N boost will enhance the jet p T and make the N → ljj collimated in the N boost direction. Fig. 5 shows the min{p T (j)} in the event and Fig. 6 shows the min{∆R lj } due to N boost. We define a cone of all these soft jets and one lepton then construct the invariant mass, which gives us the M N .
To illustrate other mass region, we show in Fig. 8 the total cross section of the top quark decay to a Majorana neutrino versus M N at the LHC energy. The solid (dashed) curve represents the cross section without (or with) the basic kinematic cuts as
• same-sign dilepton with p T (l) > 10 GeV and |η(l)| < 2.8
• 6 jets with p T (j) > 15 GeV and |η(j)| < 3.0 As we argued earlier, the two top reconstruction requirement reduces the SM background to a negilible level so the signal is just event-counting. To summarize the reach of different mass of N, in Fig. 8 , we also show the 3 events contour of this channel at the LHC. Since 
IV. SUMMARY
Due to the large event sample size of the top quarks at the LHC, we consider the signal of a Majorana neutrino from top-quark decay. The signature is same-sign dilepton plus multi-jets with no significant missing energy. The most optimistic region lies where the Majorana neutrino mass is between 15 − 65 GeV. For 300 fb −1 integrated luminosity, it is possible to probe the effective mixing parameter S ij to O(10 −5 ). Since the bounds on |V eN | 2 already ruled out the reach at LHC, if one can identify e ± e ± final states in the top decay chain, it will be from τ ± τ ± leptonic decay. In order to get a better sensitivity than the LEP experiments on |V µN | 2 ,|V τ N | 2 , it will require total integrated luminosity to be higher than In this appendix, we give the derivation of the Majorana neutrino decay partial width calculation. As is well known, the top quark width(Γ t ) is much smaller than its mass(m t ).
The Leading Pole Approximation(LPA) can then be applied. Under LPA, the cross section of the process (15) can be factorized into two parts: tt pair production and top quark decays, i.e.,
where dσ denotes the differential cross section for tt production, and dΓ is the corresponding top quark decay differential decay width. Γ t is total decay width of top quark.
where p, p b , etc. denotes the 4-momentum of the corresponding particles. Its differential decay width is given as follows:
where dPS 5 denotes the 5-body phase space. The quark pair′ is mainly dū and sc. The corresponding matrix element squared is given as follows:
where g = e/ sin θ W , and
We use the notation (pp b ) ≡ p · p b , etc. The term G in Eq. (6) is from the interference between the two diagrams of fig.1 :
where 
